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Author's Note 
The purpose of this honors thesis is to bring together two major parts of my life. 
Through out my college career I was very involved in student organizations and I was 
always looking for ways to improve the organizations I was in. I attended many 
leadership conferences and participated in many outstanding groups. I began to wonder 
what it was that made these groups work so well together and how could I replicate that 
group cohesiveness into my own organization and help others do the same? Those 
questions lead to the study of community, which is a subject that was addressed briefly at 
a leadership conference I had attended. After finding nothing there, I asked my honors 
colloquium professor, Dr. Marcy Meyer, ifthere was a topic in the study of Speech 
Communication that embodied the ideas and concepts of community. She pointed me in 
the direction of Organizational Culture. After a long discovery period of what this 
subject actually is, I find myself at the end, presenting the completed work of my honors 
thesis; the combination of student organizations and the scholarly field of Organizational 
culture. 
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Group Construction 
Build it up, tear it down, positive or negative, it is your choice 
Envision that you are working on a project or event for your organization whether 
that is a business, student organization, or a class project. When the group was first 
chosen the members of this newly formed group knew very little of one another, at most 
you might have known their name or what they looked like. Your first meeting is 
introductory, getting to know one another better and working on setting the goal for this 
project. As time progresses the project is nearing completion and you look at those 
people in you group who were once strangers, and think, "If I could work with this group 
on every project for the rest of my life we would be so successful". You knew then just as 
we all know now, that it is impossible to maintain the same group throughout your whole 
--
life. What if I told you that it was possible to create that same feeling of success and 
partnership with a new group of individuals? 
I was fortunate enough to encounter this type of supportive and successful group 
atmosphere several times through out my college career and I began to wonder why 
certain groups that I was a part of shared this success and camaraderie and then there 
were other groups that I would rather not gather together again. This question led me to 
the study of organizational culture and then to the idea of social construction. After 
studying the various concepts of social construction and adding a few of my own ideas, I 
have developed three main concepts which help form a positive culture with in any group 
or organization that you may be involved with. 
-
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What is Social Construction? 
The mind is its own place, and in itself can make a heaven of hell and a hell of heaven. 
Milton-Paradise Lost 
The general theories and concepts of "social construction" refer to a broad idea that 
applies to our entire life. However, a lot of the literature that I read pertained to how 
social construction operated in business organizations. Specifically how the ideas of 
social construction could be used to improve business organizations. I was able to relate 
to what theses sources were saying because the exact situations that they were describing 
or ones similar to them had occurred in a student organization that I was involved with. 
Furthermore, if these theories and concepts were improving business organizations why 
not help student organizations by utilizing the same ideas? In applying the concepts of 
social construction I was able to address what it was that made some groups work well 
together and others not. 
You may be asking your selves why I feel it is so important to focus on building 
this positive culture in student organizations and groups. The answer lies in the facts. 
According to the office of Academic Assessment here at Ball State University, by the 
time students reach their senior year approximately 50% have been involved in a student 
group at some time during their college career. That number does not include all of the 
group projects that we, as students, have participated in for class, which are also 
applicable settings for the concept and theories of social construction. Given this level of 
participation, it makes sense that we try to make the most out of our experiences. 
So, what is social construction? Social construction is the idea of a human built 
reality. We (humans) are in charge of our own environment, culture, and future, we have 
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the ability to construct our own reality as well as to destruct our reality. What this means 
in relation to our own student organizations is that we are in control, we build that 
organization and give it power. Social construction is an enormous responsibility for 
each of us to have, but we exercise this right daily. For example, if everyone could find a 
partner among the group with a name tag that is opposite the color of your own. Those 
with "green" nametags; your job is to create a pleasant environment with your partner. 
Those with "blue" nametags; your job is to create a cold and harsh environment with 
your partner. Now what actions did each side actively take to create that environment? 
This simple exercise demonstrates how easily the culture around you can be altered. 
Picture this example, you are a part of an organization of 20 people, and there is a 
project deadline quickly approaching. Everyone is out of focus of the goal and extremely 
stressed. What might you suggest in this situation? {Ask the audience} {Why did you 
answer in the way that you did?} I personally would suggest ordering pizza and taking an 
hour break. I have just actively affected my culture and more than likely my culture was 
effected positively because it involved food. Effecting your culture with food brings up a 
good point. How many events that we attend involve food? There are company picnics, 
"finals foods", and potluck dinners just to name a few. Each of us might have handled 
this situation differently, but those various ideas and actions are what create culture and if 
used at the right time can create a positive culture. 
Another concept that is important to social construction is the idea of symbols. 
Griffin (1994) defines symbols, as stimuli that have learned meaning and value for 
people; the individuals own thought process modifies the interpretation of each of these 
symbols. Back to our first two examples, what do you think were the symbols in those 
situations? {Discussion} Actually, all of the actions used to create the two different 
environments are symbols. The identification and interpretation of symbols is a very 
messy because people interpret things very differently. Which leads into another idea 
relating to symbols. 
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There are various interpretations of symbols and being perceptive of various 
symbols occurring in the culture of your organization and gaining a general idea of how 
members interpret those symbols can effect the creation of a positive culture. Two 
examples that demonstrate this point are speed limit signs andjokes. How many of you 
when you see this sign do exactly what it tells you? Most of use see this sign and will go 
5 miles over and others of us may see this sign as reading 10 over. My second example is 
when someone tells a joke there are some people who may take offence to the reference 
of the joke and still others will pass it on. It is impossible to know how every member of 
the group perceives a particular symbol, but it is important to ask enough questions, in 
order to carefully construct our culture, because symbols are open to interpretation. 
Now that we understand the basic concept of social construction, symbols, and 
how symbols are interpreted, we can pinpoint characteristics of the positive culture each 
of us envisioned when I first began, in order to recreate a similar positive culture in the 
future. When looking back at the times in which I was a part of an organization with a 
supportive atmosphere and also in speaking with others who have shared similar 
experiences there are significant characteristics that were common to each situation, those 
being rituals, language and cooperation. 
When most of think of ritual, ceremonies preformed at church or in your 
organizations may come to mind. You will find as I further explain the definition of 
rituals that those rituals that immediately come to mind do fit perfectly to the definition 
of ritual, however, I challenge you to view rituals as unwritten activities that occur 
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frequently and serve each ofthe major functions with in organizations. The four major 
functions that rituals serve are to socialize, stabilize, reduce anxieties and ambiguities, 
and to convey messages to those outside the organization. I am going to give an example 
of a ritual that embodies each of these four functions and created a positive culture in a 
group that I was a part of. This ritual may be familiar to several of you; it is an 
established meeting time for the group, which in my case was more frequent than just 
once a week. This meeting time allowed the members of our group time to socialize and 
to get to know one another. It was stabilizing because every member knew that ifthey 
encountered a problem with their portion ofthe project they could get help at the next 
meeting, which would be only a few days away. This ritual also reduced anxiety; 
because knowing that there was an upcoming meeting the members also knew that 
everyone would be there to help with any problems because this time has been agreed 
upon by all the members of the group. Our ritual of a standard and frequent meeting time 
conveyed the message to outside organizations that our group had "it" together and even 
though this meeting time was sometimes used for socializing, it still sent the message to 
others outside the group that the work was done and we were enjoying the company of 
one another even though we had worked together for so long on the same project. 
Another personal example that most of us can relate to occurs at the beginning of 
the year recruitment. After a process such as Panhellenic recruitment, which is what I am 
most familiar with I feel closer to the members of my organization than I did before the 
process began. Why is that? The answer lies in the countless hours that we end up 
spending together and the rituals that we all create. That time spent together at the same 
time every night serves the four major functions of ritual and our group was more 
cohesive and productive because of these established positive rituals. 
. -
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As you can see from the various examples, rituals are an important part in 
creating a positive culture. Some times rituals are deliberately created and other times 
they are not, which ifmay have a negative or positive effect on the culture of your 
organization unless the rituals are realized, and maintained or eliminated. If you think 
that your group is lacking ritual and that might be preventing the evolution of a positive 
culture take a look around, there are probably positive rituals established already that you 
may be over looking and you can push them to the forefront, by recognizing their worth. 
The key is to recognize ritual, eliminate negative rituals, and utilize positive rituals more. 
By doing this evaluation with the rituals of your organization you will be creating 
positive change in the culture of your organization. 
Creating a positive culture is the job of every member of the group. Rituals may 
be deliberately established or occur spontaneously and to recognize the importance of 
positive rituals is what builds a positive culture. Language is another contributor to the 
creation of a positive culture, above all, it is something that every member of the group 
can work on and help one another with. There are two types of language that I will 
discuss and explain how they affect the formation of a positive culture. The two types of 
language are positive and negative language and I will help you grasp the concept of both 
by asking you to think of the most negative person you know and then think of the most 
positive person you know. I will not ask you to reveal the identity of those individuals 
but if you could tell me some ofthe things that they might say. First, we will begin with 
the most negative person you know. {Discussion} Some other examples of negative 
language this individual may use are phrases such as, "that's a horrible idea", "that will 
never work", "this organization is going down the drain", or "let's get this over with" . 
When thinking of forming a positive culture it is obvious that this negative language does 
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not fit, but the question to answer is, "How does negative language hinder the fonnation 
of a positive culture?". The answer is in understanding the power of language. The way 
we think is influenced by the way we talk. If any member of the organization is using 
negative language similar to the phrases we mentioned a few minuets ago, they are 
influencing the way the members, themselves included, think. What do you think 
happens when members repetitively hear negative language in reference to the 
organization or group they are a part of? {Discussion?} Overall, the group morale is 
diminished, and the goal that the group has been working toward may not seem worth 
achieving if all members of the group are not willing to focus on the strides and efforts 
put forth already in pursuit of the group goal. The effect that the individuals using 
negative language have on the rest of the group is what I like to call the Magnet Effect. 
This tenn was thought up by a friend of mine, Paul Ashely, and me. The Magnet Effect 
is the combination of a physics concept and the way negative language and positive 
language effects members of organizations. If you look at this picture of a magnet, you 
will see both a positive and negative end, representing in our case the user of positive 
language and those who use negative language, respectively. Looking at the arrows of 
the negative forces you can see that the arrows are pointing in toward the negative end of 
the magnet. This illustrates that just one person in your organization is utilizing negative 
language then other members will be drawn to the magnet of negative language. 
What language came to mind when I asked you to think of the most positive 
person that you know? {Discussion} Let's return to our example of the Magnet Effect, 
and see how it also illustrates positive language forces distributed from the positive end 
of the magnet are out ward flowing, demonstrating how the use of positive language 
effects an organization. Examples of positive language would be positive reinforcement, 
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caring about the progress of events in another member's life, and taking negative 
language and re-phrasing it so that it is constructive. When brainstorming examples of 
positive language I though it was more difficult than thinking of negative language. I feel 
that not being able to think of positive language as easily as negative language is a 
statement in it self. It suggests that negative language has a greater effect on us possibly 
because we hear it more often. 
Language is as powerful as the largest magnet in the world and when used 
constructively can create a positive culture. One important way that we use positive 
language and symbols is with metaphors. Metaphors "allow cues from one context to be 
applied to the understanding of another". An example ofthis would be to take the cues 
from one context the family, which brings to our minds pictures of your own family or 
the average American family of 4.5 people and their dog all sitting together enjoying 
each others presence. Then apply these cues of the family to the understanding of 
another group, which could be an organization. These two words each have their own 
understandings, but when placed together they combine to form a new meaning. The 
combined meaning suggests that organizations should work as families and that all of the 
responsibilities that the members of a family have for one another should be the same 
among co-workers. This metaphorical example of families and organizations is a very 
real example for student organizations on our campus, namely the Greek community. 
For instance, Greeks refer to members of their chapters as big and little brothers/sisters 
which implies the family relations and responsibilities. The naming of all Greek 
members as a community, as I alluded to earlier, is also a metaphor. This metaphor 
brings the ideas of a close knit community together with the members of Greek 
organizations implying that Greek members should respect one another as you would 
your neighbors at home in your own communities. 
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Language and ritual are both very powerful tools that you can utilize to construct 
a positive culture with in your own organization or group. Both offering their own out 
look on culture, which when brought together and utilized positively help form a highly 
developed and cohesive group, which is what if you really think about it occurred in the 
most supportive and fulfilling group that you envisioned when I first began. 
"If we sink or swim together, then it serves the interests of all parties to assist one 
another in treading water" (Rothwell). A large contributor to group development is 
cooperation, which over time leads to a highly developed group with a strong sense of 
cohesion. "For cooperation to become wide spread, it has to be structured into the 
framework of the group for the benefit of all members". Structured cooperation can be 
created through rituals and positive language. Those two positive practices not only 
enhance cooperation, but together the members are actively creating a positive culture. 
Positive language used by all members of the group enhances self-esteem and encourages 
openness and honesty, according to Rothwell. In return for openness, honesty and 
enhanced self-esteem the group culture benefits through the cooperation of the members. 
We can also see how ritual can enhance cooperation with in an organization because 
those who choose to participate in the group rituals are socializing which often leads to a 
more stable environment and a heightened sense of cooperation. 
Cooperation is a word that we have heard used probably since kindergarten when 
our parents were trying to teach us not to be bossy when you and all of your friends were 
playing a game. We have a learned definition of what cooperation means, but what 
cooperation looks like in a group or organization is probably not as clear. Envision again 
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-- that you are among the people of the most supportive group you have encounter in you 
lifetime thus far. Were there group goals? Was there a division oflabor, distribution of 
rewards and individual accountability of group members? If you can answer yes to all of 
these questions then what your group looked and felt like through out the duration of 
your time together was the cooperation of a highly developed group. 
Positive rituals and positive language are socially constructed and simultaneously 
link to help create a strong sense of cooperation among group members. The highest 
pinnacle of group formation can be reached, cohesion. Cohesion is not an event or a goal 
that can be set by the members of the group. Cohesion is not reached with all groups and 
that is why we remember the occurrence of cohesion so vividly. Cohesiveness is the 
degree of liking, members have for each other and the commitment to the group. 
Cohesiveness is what allows group achievement of goals, because it embodies compatible 
membership, tasks are accomplished, there is a history of cooperation, and acceptance of 
all group members exists. Cohesiveness is in large part the result of people socially 
constructing a positive culture using some tools such as the two we have discussed 
tonight. 
I challenge you to look back on great groups and organizations that you have been 
a part of and reflect on these key points of positive culture. Also realize that there are 
many more ways to socially construct the culture within your organization. I have named 
only two this evening but I challenge you to discover other ways on your own. Notice 
how the differ in each situation and make them a part of your next organization. 
Remember you are in charge of your own culture. Creating your own positive culture is 
up to you. So construct a positive organizational culture and get more out of every 
organization and group you are a part of! Thank you! 
--. 
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